
Concept Note for FOSSEE Summer Fellowship 2019 
 
Name of the Institution: IIT Bombay 
 
Title of the project: FOSSEE Summer Fellowship 2019 
 
Context: The FOSSEE Summer Fellowship 2019 is an ambitious scheme initiated by the             
FOSSEE project. FOSSEE Summer Fellowship is a scheme that is to be carried out at               
IIT Bombay and a few sister institutions, for a period of 6–8 weeks, during the summer of                 
2019. FOSSEE stands for Free/Libre and Open Source Software for Education. 
 
To publicise this, we are sending postal kits containing a poster on this scheme to Heads                
of Departments of 30,000+ College Departments across India, requesting to display the            
poster on the notice boards, which could result in a viewership of about 30 lakh students.                
We are also sending more than a lakh emails invites to students and faculty of colleges                
across the country. We have also sent letters to the 723 District Collectors of India               
informing them about this scheme. The copy of the letter and the poster are given in the                 
Annexure.  
 
Students to be selected for this Fellowship can be from any college, pursuing any degree,               
and at any stage of their graduation/ post graduation. The only criterion for selection is               
the successful completion of a useful project. Students desirous of getting selected for             
this Fellowship will have to learn a Free/Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS) and              
complete some screening tasks. These tasks can involve programming/ scientific          
computing/ conducting awareness workshops/ collecting data that will be of use to the             
community. These screening tasks are not very complicated, and can be done over a              
period of two to four weeks.  
 
The screening tasks can be broadly classified as 1) Tasks which require submitting a              
proposal and acceptance 2) Tasks that require a test and possibly a small activity.              
Following is the list of projects and the respective screening tasks that are available under               
the FOSSEE Summer Fellowship 2019. A student has to do only one of the tasks listed                
below.  A few more tasks may be added to this list in the near future.  
 

● Tasks that require submitting a proposal and acceptance, resulting in collaborative 
content creation 



1. eSim: Create circuit simulations 
2. Xcos: Develop nontrivial examples in Xcos 
3. CFD: Create case studies using OpenFOAM 
4. DWSIM: Create Chemical process flowsheets 
5. OpenModelica: Create flowsheets in OpenModelica 
6. FOSSEE Optimization Toolbox: Develop Scilab examples to test functions 

available in FOSSEE Optimization Toolbox 
7. Osdag: Solve steel design examples as per Indian Code 
8. OpenPLC: Make functional block diagrams for OpenPLC using 4Diac 
9.  Koha: 1,000 Metadata/catalogue of books and other collections from a public 

library 
10.  Health and Nutrition: Organise training sessions on breastfeeding and 

complementary feeding 
11.  R: Collection of data and do statistical analysis, possibly for local governments 

and DC 
12.  QGIS: Data collection and analysis using QGIS, possible for local governments 

and DC 
13.  Places of Worship: Create a video on places of worship of all faith 

 
● Tasks that require a test and possibly a small activity (no collaborative content 

creation, however) 
1. Arduino: Make circuits using Arduino and simulate it 
2.  Blender: Create animations using Blender 
3. Blockchain: DApp Development on the Ethereum Blockchain 
4. Collaborative Communities: Create a portal to upload images/ slides using Django 
5. FOSSEE Optimization Toolbox: Develop the Ecos function for FOSSEE 

Optimization Toolbox 
6. LaTeX: Create predefined documents in LaTeX 
7. OpenModelica: Interface OpenModelica with external C functions / Implement 

Embedded Applications on Arduino Uno 
8. Python: Create an application in Python/ Django 
9. Web Development: Develop a simple functional website 
10. Xcos: To solve at least one of the python/javascript problems in Xcos  

 
 
   



The students have to upload the completed screening tasks before the deadline through             
Moodle, an open source course management system. The evaluation is done in two             
stages. The first stage of evaluation is peer review. In this method, each student has to                
evaluate three submissions of other students. The assignment of submissions is random            
and blind (students do not know whose submissions they are evaluating). This method             
was introduced as we receive a large number of submissions. In the second stage, the               
domain experts from the FOSSEE Team will look at the submissions and grade them.              
The grade is awarded according to the correctness and quality of the submissions. The              
successful candidates will be offered FOSSEE Summer Fellowship 2019.  
 
Last year’s (Summer Fellowship 2018) statistics are as follows: 20,000 students           
registered. 2,000 completed the assignments. About 300 completions were of acceptable           
quality. Out of this, we could offer the Fellowship to only 50, owing to the shortage of                 
accommodation at IIT Bombay. The remaining 250 students received an “Internship           
Certificate”, which said that the work they completed was equivalent to 6 weeks of              
training at IIT Bombay. Selected FOSSEE Fellows did an advanced work at IIT             
Bombay.  They received a Fellowship Certificate at the end of the training.  
 
We expect all numbers to be higher this year. We also plan to follow up with the                 
registrants and get more of them complete the assignment. We also have many more              
projects this year. For example, we are contacting the District Collectors for the first              
time. Through them or otherwise, we hope to get students attempt problems of interest to               
local governments.  
 
We sent the 1,00,000 emails starting from 8 Feb. 2019, over a period of a few days - if                   
we sent them in one go, they would have gone to the spam folder. We started sending the                  
printed posters starting from 11 Feb., and completed the mailing of all 30,000 posters by               
20 Feb., the printing capacity of the L1 vendor being the limitation. Perhaps we should               
give the order to two vendors the next time. The printed posters were sent by               
Professional Couriers, the L1 vendor chosen by IIT Bombay for official snail mails. We              
will send the printed posters to District Collectors in a day or two. We have already                
informed them by emails. 
 
The total cost of sending all the posters is less than Rs. 10 lakh. This includes the cost of                   
(1) cover letter (2) A2 size poster (3) A4 size printed envelope (4) Folding the poster and                 
putting it inside the envelope, along with the cover letter (5) Sealing the envelope (6)               



Sticking the address label using the address list given by us (7) Delivering it to the office                 
of Professional Couriers. The cost of all of the above plus Professional Courier charges              
for one envelope works out to about Rs. 25. We have verified that this process is 10 to                  
100 times more effective than newspaper/magazine advertisements. This optimised         
process is one of the successful outcomes of the FOSSEE project. 
 
At the time of writing this Concept Note on 21 Feb. 2019, a total of 2,000 students have                  
registered for the Fellowship, about 500 of them having been informed through our             
printed posters displayed on their college notice boards. As the posters are received and              
displayed by Heads of Departments, we expect many more students to register in the near               
future. As this is the second time we are running this scheme, we are doing a better job                  
now. We expect more than 20,000 students to register. As we plan to hand hold with the                 
students, we expect to have more than 350 students complete the assignment            
satisfactorily. We hope to accommodate 100 Fellows this year (we have asked for so              
many seats in IIT Hostels). If our sister institutions can also pitch in, we should be able                 
to accommodate many more. 
 
Rationale for the Proposed Project: The motivation to float such an activity is to              
involve the young student force to do useful tasks. While completing the tasks they will               
become proficient in at least one Free/Libre and Open Source Software, which can             
enhance their skill set. Some of the screening tasks that are available are useful to the                
local administration. Through these tasks the community also benefits, by the availability            
of capable and young workforce at the disposal of local governments.  
 
Project Goals and Objectives: Through this activity, FOSSEE aims to 

1. Train a huge number of college students in FLOSS and also enhance their skill set 
2. Put student force to work on tasks that are of interest to local administration 

 
List of activities: A complete list of topics is available at 
https://fossee.in/fellowship/2019. We will be happy to add more topics to this list, if 
found suitable. A partial list is given in the Annexure. 
 
Expected Results: At the end of this activity FOSSEE will be able to train a number of                 
students on FLOSS. The students who attempt the screening tasks will be learning a              
FLOSS while also applying his/ her domain knowledge. This will enhance the skill set              
and in turn increase the employability of the students.  

https://fossee.in/fellowship/2019


Local Government can also benefit from this scheme as we are putting the student force               
to work for them through the District Collector’s office.  



 
 
 
 
 

ANNEXURE 



https://fossee.in/fellowship/2019
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